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It’s been an unsettling year for all
facets of digital advertising, but no
development had as far-reaching an
impact as the upcoming death of the thirdparty cookie. While much of the discussion
has focused around the buy side of the
equation, publishers, media companies and
others on the sell side have faced equal, if
not greater, disruption.
With cookies due to disappear, publishers
have had to take a long, hard look at their
business models. Without third-party
cookies, programmatic inventory sold
via open exchanges shifts dramatically,
as targeting and measurement on these
exchanges have long depended on
cookies. Publishers who have built their
business models around this type of digital
advertising have had to pivot dramatically.
At the same time, publishers may also
find themselves with a unique advantage.
The trusted relationship media properties
have with their audiences could become
more important as advertisers look for

premium executions that can leverage
triggers such as context along with noncookie-based identifiers. The first-party data
that publishers have about their subscribers
can be a critical foundation. They must find
new ways to engage with their audiences,
increase the value of these relationships and
deliver new kinds of content to reach them.
So, what opportunities do savvy publishers
see in the cookieless future? What are the
challenges facing the sell side and what
are they most concerned about? What
are their growth priorities considering this
ongoing disruption?
To get a clearer picture of the opportunities
and obstacles facing the sell side in the postcookie world, Adweek Branded, in association
with Lineup Systems, conducted an exclusive
survey of more than 100 digital advertising
professionals at publishers. The survey,
conducted in September 2021, follows up on
a separate 2020 report produced by Adweek
and Lineup on “Combined Revenue Models in
the Media Industry.”

KEY FINDINGS
Publishers see opportunity
in the death of cookies
There’s little doubt that the impending
end of third-party cookies is disrupting
all segments of the digital advertising
market. But transitional times like
these also present new opportunities
to organizations willing to shift the
status quo.
In fact, 70% of survey participants
indicated that the impending death of
third-party cookies would be beneficial to
their business. Nearly half (45%) indicated
they already had changed their strategies
and business models to accommodate
this shift. Still, about 30% of respondents
believe the end of cookies could be
detrimental to their businesses.
What opportunities are out there? Seven
out of 10 said the shift away from cookies
provided them with a chance to diversify
their revenue streams, and 84% said they
would need to revise their contextual
targeting strategies. And more than half
agreed that a cookieless future could
increase the value of their CPMs.

Getting greater value from
publishers’ first-party
relationships
Publishers have long touted the
value of the trusted relationship they
have with their audiences. But as
digital advertising shifted to openmarket targeting, that relationship
became less important to advertisers.
Deprecation of cookies shifts that
pendulum back to publishers.
In the survey, publishers were
clearly taking steps to increase the
value of their first-party data. They
are also developing new membership
models and tactics to ensure they
have a clear picture of who is visiting
their sites and what they are doing
there. Enhancing the value of firstparty data bubbled to the top of the
list of publisher priorities (cited by
35% of respondents), along with
putting a greater focus on contextual
targeting. And 65% of respondents
indicated they currently have a plan in
place to expand their first-party data.

Still, there may be a sizable gap
between the first-party data leaders
and laggards. Some respondents
were quite sophisticated and
adept at leveraging first-party
data: 20% said they are already
creating segments and personas
for advertisers to use for better
targeting. But more than 40%
said they are still working on
their strategies and have not yet
implemented the necessary tactics.
In addition, publishers are
looking for ways to diversify their
content, which could be a critical
step in keeping their subscriber
base engaged. When asked what
the single biggest strategic
growth priority for the next 12-24
months was, new media channels
represented four of the top five
slots, including branded/native
content, podcasts and audio,
streaming video, and social media.

Big Tech and publishers
are “frenemies” at best
Trust continues to be a problem
between publishers and Big Tech.
One can certainly imagine why,
as many publishers are quite
concerned that the deprecation
of cookies will lead to more
advertisers working with walled
gardens instead of advertising on
the open internet.
More than one-third of
respondents (36%) reported that
their relationship with Big Tech
was much more negative (11%)
or more negative (25%) than it
was just two years ago. Just 15%
said it was more positive.
Trust could be the biggest issue
between publishers and Big Tech,
as 86% of respondents said that
these platforms do not have
the best interests of publishers
in mind.

Technology is a challenge
The cookieless future requires
a new take on technology.
Publishers need to have in
place solutions to identify their
audiences that are privacycompliant and cookie-free.
At the same time, they need
ways to manage the first-party
data they are collecting to create
audience segments that their
advertisers can use to both
reach their audiences and
measure their results.
The problem is that firstparty data solutions can only
be as effective as the accuracy,
timeliness and accessibility
of the data that is being used.
Many publishers indicated that
is where they are challenged.
Survey respondents were asked
to identify their top challenges
to succeeding with a more datadriven approach, and their top
obstacles were incomplete
customer data (39%), accuracy of
customer data (33%) and siloed or
inaccessible customer data (25%).

METHODOLOGY
Adweek Branded, in association
with Lineup Systems, conducted
an exclusive, online, self-reported
survey of 121 sell-side digital
advertising professionals to
understand what publishers
face as third-party cookies
disappear. The survey took
place in September 2021.
All respondents represented
publishers, media companies
or other organizations that sell
digital advertising. Nearly half
of respondents represented
$50M+ organizations.

Do you see the impending end
of third-party cookies as
beneficial or detrimental to your
company’s business model?

THE
OPPORTUNITY
IN THE
COOKIE’S
DEMISE

4%

12%

26%

While the industry remains unclear about
what exactly digital advertising will look
like once third-party cookies go away, the
outlook is hardly full of doom and gloom. A
resounding majority (70%) of respondents said
they believe the end of third-party cookies
will be either highly beneficial or beneficial
to the future of their business strategies.
Still, 30% expressed concern that it could be
detrimental to their business model.
58%

Highly beneficial

Detrimental

Beneficial

Highly detrimental

WHERE
GROWTH
WILL COME
FROM

What will be your top
strategic growth priorities
over the next 12-24 months?

Embracing first-party data

35%

Contextual advertising

35%

Branded native content

Looking ahead to the next 12-24 months,
publishers will focus on gaining control
of customer data to enhance their digital
experience. While publishers already
have a repository of first-party data
(in the form of their subscriber and
registration information), they will be
focused primarily on finding new ways
to collect and activate what they know
about their audiences.

32%

Subscription
membership models

26%

Email newsletters

25%

Video streaming

23%

Advertising via
programatic direct

18%

Podcasts and audio

18%

Social media

18%

Commerce/Ecommerce

14%

Advertising via programatic
open exchanges

12%

Virtual events

12%

Live events
Other

11%
5%

ARE FIRSTPARTY DATA
STRATEGIES
FAR ENOUGH
ALONG?
First-party data may be a priority for
publishers, but 42% of respondents
said that they are still formulating their
strategies and did not yet have a timetable
in place. In fact, just 21% indicated
they are already using their first-party
data to craft segments and personas
for advertisers. Accurately targeting
and measuring success with the best
technology partner will help brands
develop loyal, engaging relationships
with their customers.

If you plan to expand the
value of your first-party
data, how far along are you
with your plans?

42%

We are still creating our strategy

We are already enriching our
first-party data and creating segments
and personas for advertisers
We have solutions in place and
expect to have this program running
within the next 6-12 months
We are currently
evaluating technology
options

21%

16%

13%

TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTIONS
ARE NOT ONESIZE-FITS-ALL
Data monetization, data clean rooms,
audience segmentation and identity solutions
are all pieces of the tech puzzle that
marketers are preparing for. Finding the right
tech stack that includes a 360-degree view
of the customer will be central to the future
success of all your marketing strategies.
Being able to move through the purchase
funnel with accurate data and
the right partner will enable a more agile,
fluid organization.

Do you have technology
programs/solutions in place
for the following areas
related to your company’s
first-party subscriber data?

Data monetization (e.g.,
making audience available
via second-party exchanges)

27%

Data clean rooms/data
enhancement (e.g., using
third-party data for a richer
view of audience)

25%

38%

35%

34%

42%

50%

39%

11%

Addressable targeting (e.g.,
audience segmentation)
42%

42%

16%

Identity solutions (e.g.,
a unified ID to certify
user identity)

Currently use

In our plans for the
next 12-24 months

No plans
to implement

LACK OF
A DATA
STRATEGY
WILL GET
IN THE WAY
If first-party data is to become a
valuable resource for publishers, then
they will have to get their data houses in
order. This is reflected in the “obstacles
to success” cited by respondents.
Incomplete, inaccurate and siloed data
are a huge concern, as are data privacy
and unclear customer identity.

What do you see as your company’s
biggest obstacles to succeeding with
a data-driven approach to advertising?

Incomplete customer data

39%

Accuracy of customer data

33%

Siloed or inaccessible customer data

25%

Lack of budget for
necessary data tools

25%

Unclear metrics

18%

Data privacy regulations
(GDPR, CCPA, etc.)

18%

Unclear customer identity

16%

Lack of data expertise

15%

Lack of analysis capabilities

15%

Inability to get corporate buy-in for a
data-driven approach

15%

Lack of internal data resources

11%

Lack of third-party
data resources

9%

Lack of internal data policies

4%

Other

4%

How would you compare
your relationship today with
“Big Tech” platforms, compared
to 2 years ago?
2%
13%

11%

ERODING
TRUST WITH
BIG TECH
Facebook, Instagram, Google, Apple … they’ve
all become critical distribution channels for
publishers. But the sell side has little trust
that the biggest technology companies want
them to succeed. In fact, 36% said their
relationship with Big Tech has been getting
worse over the past couple of years.

25%

49%

Much more negative

More positive

More negative

Much more positive

About the same

ACTIONS
YOU CAN
TAKE RIGHT
NOW
The next year will be critical for publishers
that want to turn the cookieless future into
a competitive advantage. Here is what
they can start doing now:

Focus on first-party data
Data that is accessible and accurate is the building
block for digital advertising. Gathering first-party
data is one thing; managing and activating it is quite
another. The death of third-party cookies gives
publishers the opportunity to grow their customer
information database and more accurately target their
customers with the messages they want at the right
time and in the right place. Now is the time to audit
your site to ensure you are gathering the right info,
whether in your subscription efforts or through other
site registration executions. Be sure to use an identity
solution to ensure advertisers can not only target
effectively but also measure the results.

Take friction out
of the subscription and
registration process
While the increased acceptance of media
subscription models was underway before
Covid, the pandemic has accelerated that
trend. Consumers are spending more time
engaging with digital media content online
and this has boosted subscriptions for many
publishers. Following the eyeballs has been a
challenge in this time of digital transformation,
but partnering with the right solution that
offers multichannel sales to improve sales
performance will be the key to success.

Have a solid customer data platform
Technology that enables data collection, storage,
merging and usage continues to be one of the
biggest obstacles to success for many on the
sell side. Publishers should look for technology
partners that offer a complete package of
solutions, which can make the difference in a
successful overall marketing strategy.

Empower your sellers
The end of cookies could give publishers
a stronger role in the buying and selling of
advertising. Programmatic direct and private
marketplaces can ensure that publishers are able
to charge a premium for the audiences, context
and engagement they provide. Most publishers
are happy to return to direct sales and move away
from open market exchanges, while advertisers
are happy that consumer messages are being
delivered in an engaging environment.

Enhance, empower and promote
your trusted audience relationship
As many advertisers are shifting to a more
personalized, premium and contextual
approach, publishers need to be able to
demonstrate the value of the trusted
relationship they have with their audiences.
That starts with delivering targeted, engaged
audiences and also requires reporting that
demonstrates the return on the advertiser’s
spend. A cloud-based media sales solution like
Lineup’s Adpoint software can help increase
efficiency and revenue by combining four
critical systems (CRM, order management,
finance and analytics) into a single platform.

ABOUT
LINEUP
Lineup Systems is a leading global provider of
media sales technology. Its cloud-based system,
Adpoint, is a true end-to-end omnichannel sales
and advertising solution for media companies
who are keen to streamline their operations,
make better use of their data, and boost their
sales revenues for faster growth. In 2021,
Lineup Systems launched Amplio, a groundbreaking subscription revenue management and
monetization system that’s ushering in a new era
for subscription acquisition and management.
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